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WSU program receives $293,859 grant
P

eople who experience gender-based violence will soon
find that resources are easier to navigate, thanks to the
impact of a federal grant recently awarded to Winona State
University.
The $293,859 grant was awarded by the office on
Violence Against Women in the Department of Justice.
The grant money will take effect beginning in January and
remain in effect for three years. Winona State will have the
opportunity to renew the grant at the end of this cycle.
Tamara Berg, a women's and gender studies professor,
said, "We're the only institution on the MnSCU system to
receive a grant like this."
The grant has a national call and is intended specifically
for college campuses. Berg said the grant pool has been
very competitive in past years.
The grant will provide funding for several aspects of the
gender-based violence advocacy program at Winona State,
including a focus on preventing gender-based violence and
educating both victims and bystanders in what they can do.
Kristine DeRoche, gender-based violence graduate
assistant, said, "It helps to coordinate all of these resources
because Winona does have resources," The program's
role is to provide guidance to each individual as to which
resources are right for them following an incident.
Part of the advocacy program includes the GenderBased Violence Helpline which is staffed by trained
students and backed by the Women's Resource Center.

The grant also allows for increased training with the
Winona police department, Winona State's security and
the judicial and disciplinary boards.
An important product of the grant is a new community
coordinator position, which will be hired by the Women's
Resource Center and contracted with Winona State.
"The purpose of the grant is to bring all of these key
players in harmony and collaborate with one another,"
DeRoche said. These key players include the Winona
police department, Winona State Security and the Housing
and Residence Life office.
The community coordinator will work with both the
campus and the community to coordinate resources so that
everyone involved can work together cohesively.
"This has been sort of a long time coming," Connie
Kamara, the director of health services, said. The Sexual
Violence Advisory Committee has worked on a few
different grants over the past several years.
The pilot version of the Gender-Based Violence
Advocacy Program was started in 2012 as a result of a
grant that was never submitted.
Berg wrote a large amount of this most recent grant over
spring break last year, but not by herself.
"Getting a grant like this involves a lot of cooperation,"
she said.
Berg said that this most recent grant proposal was
successful in part because Winona State already has an

established commitment to preventing gender-based
violence and providing resources to those in need.
WAGS 405: Gender, Violence and Society is an essential
part of that commitment because it creates students who
are able to provide these resources.
In this course, students can become trained advocates;
there are currently 92 certified students willing to be oncall to pick up the phone.
The course met twice a week for five hours at a time
from Sept. 4 to Oct. 4. At that point, the students received
their certificates. The course now meets once a week for
two hours at a time.
Allison Bergsbaken, a WAGS minor who is enrolled in
WAGS 405 this semester and is now certified as a trained
advocate through the course, said, "The class was intense,
learning all that information."
She said her experience in the course opened her eyes to
the dark side of society.
The grant money is expected to roll out in January.
Berg, Kamara and Women's Resource Center's executive
director Diana Miller will be traveling to Washington,
D.C. on Dec. 2 for training before the grant takes effect.

BY REBECCA MUELLER

news reporter

rmueller08@winona.edu

Medallion Hunt kicks off Homecoming
T

he annual Medallion Hunt kicked off the beginning of
Winona State University Homecoming festivities last
Monday.
Each day a new clue was released, revealing more
information on where the medallion was located.
Jake Stanz, coordinator of the hunt, said he wanted this
year's hunt to be a riveting challenge for participants.
As clues unraveled, they led students to the Integrated
Wellness Complex (IWC). Stanz said he chose this location
because it's the latest addition on campus and a building
that hasn't been used before.
Stanz placed the medallion underneath the ledge in the
IWC, and last year's placement helped winner Dan Quandt
found it this year.
"From the medallion hunt last year, it was placed under
a bench in the Gazebo, so I figured the style of placing the
medallion wasn't going to change," Quandt said.
2*News

It wasn't until Thursday, day four of the hunt, that the
medallion was found. Quandt searched every ledge in the
IWC until he found it.
This year the competition was fierce.
Quandt said he could feel the competition.
"I knew there were individuals searching high and low
all day. Once I got out of my international business class, I
immediately started looking," he said.
Stanz knew exactly what if felt like to be a participant
from years of experience partaking in the Pioneer Press's
annual Treasure Hunt.
Stanz said, "My experience reading clues and hunting
myself allowed me to write clues. I know how the
participants are thinking and the mistakes they are
making."
Quandt also had prior hunting experience. He has
participated in medallion hunts in Rochester, so the clues

were familiar to him.
Part of everyone's motivation is the money, but Quandt
said it was enjoyable just to explore new parts of campus.
"I had a lot of fun during the hunt for the medallion. I
was able to discover more parts of campus that I had never
been to before," Quandt said.
Students searched all over campus for the medallion
and were putting Stanz's clues to use. Stanz said he heard
stories about students looking under treadmills and all over
the place.
"I wish I could watch, but I don't want to return back to
the spot," he said.

BY CASSIE TOKACH

news reporter

ctokach08@winona.edu
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Inattention causes accidents around campus
O

n a 98-degree day in August, Alexander Buss did
everything wrong as he crossed the street on his
bicycle.
He never stopped or glanced to either side when he
reached the intersection of Johnson Street and Broadway.
Instead, he darted into the busy street with his cell-phone
glued to his ear.
Approaching in his car, Mark Underdahl switched lanes
carelessly as he approached Johnson Street, not expecting
a shaggy-headed college student to dart in front of his car.
The collision was slow and muted, as if it were affected
by the thick August air. The tires of Underdahl's silver car
squealed quietly against the asphalt and there was only a
quiet "thump" as Buss' front bicycle tire recoiled from the
front of the car. Buss lay on his side in the street for mere
seconds then rolled to a sitting position.
After talking for a few minutes in the middle of
Broadway, Underdahl got back into his car and pulled over
to the side of the road, and Buss dragged his mangled bike
onto the sidewalk. As the two parties exchanged insurance

information, the wailing of sirens drifted through the air.
For Don Walski, Winona State University director of
security, drivers and pedestrians will continue to cause
accidents around Winona State due to one major reason:
inattentiveness.
"They just don't pay attention," Walski said as he leaned
back in his chair and tented his hands on his chest.
Walski said he once did an unofficial survey watching
pedestrians cross the street during a busy hour after classes
let out. "I just kind of took an informal poll of how many
students were actually texting or doing other stuff, and
about 20 percent of the students were texting, talking on
the phone, or doing something with their cellphone."
This kind of inattention to their surroundings is what,
according to Walski, causes a number of car-pedestrian
accidents around campus.
This clear issue led Walski and Winona State safety
administrator Erin Paulson to state one very clear rule of
caution for pedestrians and drivers: awareness.
"Awareness and attention are necessary for drivers, as

well as for pedestrians and bikers," Paulson said. "Since
you can't ever be certain that someone else is going to be
attentive, each one of us has to do it for our own good and
for the good of others."
What both Walski and Paulson see in their daily lives are
situations just like the incident between Alexander Buss
and Mark Underdahl. Many times the accident is simply
a result of two inattentive individuals being in the wrong
place at the wrong time.
"Some pedestrians just don't pay attention," Walski said
woefully, shaking his head. "And some drivers don't pay
attention, and when you have that combination, someone's
gonna get hit. You can preach and preach and preach, but if
they want to text, they're going to text. And if they get hit,
they get hit. That's the unfortunate thing about it."
BY ELISE NELSON
news reporter
enelson07@winona.edu

Education Village rethinks teacher training
T

he department of education raises many students
to become teachers, but Winona State University is
working on a new way to give those students hands-on
experience.
The Education Village is a new idea that will rethink the
training of teachers. It will re-establish Winona State as
a model for training teachers, just as it did 155 years ago
when Winona State founded schools in Argentina.
The Education Village will enable partnerships with
area educators and recruit prospective students into the
education program.
President Olson said students can learn by first-hand
experience, because kids from area public schools will be
able to visit and learn in the Education Village for a day
and give education majors a chance to practice their skills.
Instead of constructing new buildings, project designers
decided to renovate Wabasha Hall, Wabasha Recreation
Center and the Cathedral Elementary building. The
classrooms will have state-of-the-art tools and more space
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for students to learn and teach.
"We have nice underused assets that will become the
Education Village," President Olson said. "It will be like a
mini-campus."
The project is currently waiting for bond approval
from the Minnesota state legislature. Once approved,
the committee will begin designing and renovating the
buildings.
Janice Sherman, dean of education, said, "We are very
excited about this. It will enhance teacher preparation for
the 21st century."
The project is expected to cost approximately $20
million. The bond, if approved, will pay a majority of the
cost, and grants will be written for specific technologies.
Winona State was the first teachers college west of the
Mississippi River and helped establish Minnesota as a
world leader in education. Finland is currently the leader in
education, but with Education Village Winona State will be
re-established as education leaders, President Olson said.

• 2:09 a.m. The Winona Police Department reported they arrested
a student near the intersection of 9th & Huff Street for minor
consuming. The matter was also referred to the Conduct Officer.
• 9:00 p.m. Security responded to Lourdes Hall where a student
who was previously restricted entered the hall. The matter
enforcement.
* 10:30 p.m. Security cited a student for possession of a small
amount of marijuana In Lourdes. It was referred to the Hall

* 10:15 a.m. A student reported that her radio, valued at

It will also help support newly graduated students for up
to three years with tools and workshops.
There will be greater emphasis on internships, student
teaching, special education programs and more.
It will be able to host educational events like Model
United Nations and offer science, language arts, physical
education and art programs to public school students.
The project is collaborating with four area school
districts: La Crescent-Hokah, Rochester, Austin and
Winona area schools including Cotter Schools.
The Education Village will give superintendents what
they need and want in future teachers, making Winona
State students highly desired, President Olson said.
Students might be able to start learning in Education
Village as soon as fall 2016.
BY JORDAN GERARD
news reporter
jgerardll @winona.edu

• 1:12 a.m. Security separated two Individuals In Lourdes who were
• 1:25 a.m. Security responded to Prentiss-Lucas regarding an
intoxicated individual. The student was allowed to remain with a
• 11:15 p.m. Several students were cited for an alcohol violation
in Maria Hail. Several non students without identification were
removed from the hails.
Oct. 19
* 2:39 a.m. Security contacted an intoxicated student coming
into Lourdes Hail. EMS and law enforcement were notified and
transported the student to the hospital. "Hie matter was also
referred to Residence Life.
* 9:12 p.m. Security cited several students for an alcohol violation
in Lourdes Hall. The matter was referred to the Hall Director.
News *3
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Collapsed deck takes party to hospital
A Homecoming gathering turned dangerous when a house deck collapsed on Saturday
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HANNAH JONES
Sans deck, the second floor apartment door now leads to nowhere.

H

omecoming, for many students, was a wild weekend
of fun, but for students at a house near the corner of
Mark Street and Main Street, it was possibly a little too
much fun.
The incident began at 2 p.m. on Saturday as a party
outside the apartment complex, with several students
standing on a wooden stairwell going down the side of the
building. Lily Pittelkow, a freshman from Waterford, Wis.,
was there when the party turned from fun to dangerous.
"It started raining," she said. "Everyone tried to get into
the upper apartment, and people were underneath the deck
trying to get into the lower apartment."
The inclement weather drove the students indoors,
scrambling up and down the stairs to seek shelter.
Somewhere in the rush of bodies and the thud of footsteps,
Pittelkow heard a creaking noise. That was all the warning
the students had before the entire staircase collapsed.
Sophomore Sarah Nyberg was also there at the scene.

4»News

"There were like 12 to 15 people on the porch," she said.
"It cracked twice, and it fell."
First responders arrived and had to assist at the scene,
lowering down students trapped on the second floor as
well as freeing a few students who were trapped under the
wreckage of the porch.
Several students were transported to Winona Health,
including a friend of Pittelkow's, who injured his back.
Other students sustained cracked ribs, neck injuries and
stitches. Most were lucky enough to make it out with
minor cuts and bruises. Nyberg herself walked way with
only a scrape on her ankle.
Saturday afternoon, the wreckage of the porch was still
visible. Yellow caution tape had been installed around the
ruin of the staircase, and the door to the upper apartment
hung suspended, leading only into thin air.
Freshman Hanna Barritt, another friend of Pittelkow's,
was unsettled by some of the dangerous activity that

permeated her first homecoming at Winona State.
However, she could speak from experience when it came
to Homecoming in her hometown of Sommerset, Wis.
"That's the worst part of Homecoming," she said.
"People always get hurt."
Nonetheless, students were still partying outside of the
apartment later that day, playing beanbag toss, chatting
and darting around the rubble to get keys and IDs from
inside the apartments. For Pittelkow, the accident was a
potent first impression for future years of Homecoming
festivities.
"It was the memory of a lifetime, I'd say," she said.

BY HANNAH JONES
features editor
hjones09@winona.edu
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Moratorium lifted:
e-cigarettes restricted,
hookahs banned
W

inona State University lifted the moratorium
on hookahs and electronic cigarettes (e-cigs):
e-cig use is restricted on campus, and hookahs are
banned.
E-cigs are treated the same as cigarettes. Students
can have them in dorms and on campus, but they
cannot use them. Hookahs are not allowed on campus
at all. They are equivalent to drug paraphernalia
because they can be used with substances other than
tobacco.
The decision not to allow e-cigs on campus was
based largely on the court case Sottera, Inc. v. Food &
Drug Administration in 2010, which defined e-cigs as
tobacco products that could be regulated by the FDA.
Because of this case, the department of student life
and development at Winona State decided its policy
on tobacco products encompassed e-cigs and did not
need to be changed.
Alex Kromminga, director of conduct and
citizenship in student life and development, said, "We
did a lot of research, but everything kind of led back
to this FDA decision."
The department also researched other universities'
policies on hookahs and e-cigs to make its decision.
Universities such as California Berkley have the same
policy.
Students have conflicting opinions about treating
e-cigs as cigarettes.
Kelly Mitzel, senior, said it's inconvenient for her
to leave campus just to use an e-cig.
Mitzel explained that a large part of being a smoker
is the ritual of smoking: walking to the curb, lighting
a cigarette and having the hand-to mouth fixation.
"E-cigarettes are not worth the walk to the curb
when they can be smoked indoors," Mitzel said. "If
I'm going to go through the routine of going to the
curb, I'm going to smoke a cigarette."
Christin Gill, a senior who smokes cigarettes, said
he thinks e-cigs should be allowed to be smoked on
campus, but not in buildings.

Emily Tim, a senior, said, "They don't leave a
smell, and there's no second-hand smoke."
E-cigs are not FDA regulated, so the university
cannot be certain the vapor is safe for people around
smokers.
Tim and her friends understood why the university
chose to ban e-cigs.
"As an institution, it makes sense," Tim said.
Kromminga said students insist that hookahs are
only used for tobacco products, but he knows hookahs
can be used with other substances.
Josh Villeneuve, sophomore, "I feel like they're
overreacting a bit. I smoked hookah outside a lot, and
never once did we use it for drugs."
However, students are more understanding of the
ban on hookahs than the one on e-cigs, since hookahs
are used with tobacco.
"I see a reason more to ban that than e-cigs. If
they had to ban something, I guess it would be that,"
Mitzel said.
Kromminga said the university doesn't care
if people use hookahs or e-cigs off campus, but
on campus they want to provide a high-quality
environment for students.
Kromminga said there are FDA approved
e-cigs for smoking cessation, but the FDA has not
approved the average e-cig that people buy from a
store. He explained that it would be too much work
to determine whether a student is using an FDA
approved e-cig or not, so they decided not to allow
them on campus at all.
Kromminga said the department is open to
modifying its policy on e-cigs in the future if they all
become FDA approved.
"Until that time, we have to view it as a tobacco
product," Kromminga said.
BY MICHELLE PETERSON

news reporter

in Winona..
: 11 -1 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Contact: Warrior Success Center

Adventures with John James Audubon
"Rroe: 4 p.m.
Place: Stark Hall
Contact: 507-457-5020

John Petty at The Acoustic Cafe
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: The Acoustic Cafe
77 Lafeyette Street

Rugby vs. St. Cloud State
Time: 3 p.m.
Place: Southeast Tech
Contact: Roger Riley
RRiley@winona.edu
Soccer vs. Augustana College
Time: 1 p.m.
Place: Verizon Stadium
Contact: Grant Wall
GWall(®winona.edu

mpetersonl 0@winona.edu
A i4 SpK
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Time: 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Hall
Work of Joonja Lee Mornes

Winonan
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Student Flu Shot Clinic
Time: 10 a.m.
Place: Oak Rooms, Kryzsko

News*5
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700 runners waddle for WSU track and field
T

he Sixth Annual Warrior Waddle 5K took place
Homecoming weekend with more than 700
participants.
The runners started the race at Lake Lodge at 8 a.m. on
Saturday. The race's proceeds went to support Winona
State University's women's track and field and cross
country scholarships.
Winona State student Maggie Bischoff said, "The
thought of getting up was daunting, but it was worth it. It
was really fun, and it went by faster having your friends
there."
The first time the Warrior Waddle 5K took place, there
were 230 participants and one scholarship to give away.
However, this year there were six scholarships given
away, race coordinator Kathy Hovell said.
There were medals given away to those that won first,
second and third place in their age range, and each age
range was divided by gender.
The medals were given out directly after the race.

The age groups were varied, with the youngest runners
being 13 and under to the oldest being 71 and older.
The overall winner of the race was Bryan Lindquist
of Winona with a time of 17 minutes and 4 seconds.
Lindquist was in the 19-25 age group.
The fastest female time was Janneke Sobeck of Winona
with a time of 19 minutes and 36 seconds and was in the
26-32 age range.
Other winners include Ronald Schroeder of Minnesota
City in the 71 and older age range with a time of 31
minutes and 5 seconds.
Tessa Laska of South St. Paul won the age range of 13
and under with a time of 21 minutes and 43 seconds, and
Sarah Huerta of Winona won her age range of 19-25 year
olds with a time of 19 minutes and 41 seconds.
Winona State student Leah Karsten said, "All the track
girls were there cheering for us which was nice of them
since it was a fundraiser for them."
Hovell said, "We were very happy with the weather

this morning and the turnout. I want to thank all of our
sponsors and all of those who ran or walked the race
today."
It was also beneficial for the race to take place on
Homecoming weekend because it allowed Winona State
alumni to participate in the race, Hovell said.
Each registrant also had an opportunity to win door
prizes.
The runners used chip timing, which was sponsored by
Anderson Race Management.
Chip timing calculates the net time of each runner more
accurately, and each runner was given a chip to Velcro to
his or her shoe.

BY KAYLA LANGMAID
news reporter
klangmaidl 2@winona.edu

MARuA RATtlFP
Over 700 runners and walkers stream across the starting line at the Warrior Waddle 5k on Saturday.

Students pack food to feed 83 children for a year
WSU club spent the day at Feed My Starving Children, packing boxes to help starving children around the world

W

inona State University students helped feed 83
children three meals per day for a year by packing
food with Feed My Starving Children (FMSC).
About 30 students from the food and nutrition club and
two nutrition classes volunteered with the organization at
the beginning of October.
Gabey Davis, a member of the food and nutrition club,
said she didn't know what to expect, but the staff from
Feed My Starving Children was very enthusiastic.
"Any time we would finish packing a box we had to
holler out what number we were packing, so it was kind of
like a competition," Davis said.
Davis said the most memorable thing is that it only costs
about 20 cents per meal for FMSC.
"I was amazed by the community that came together
just for our shift, how much everyone donated, how much
6*News

service everyone put in, and how excited everyone was to
be there," Davis said.
The club wanted to participate in a hunger-relief project,
so they started raising money for the organization last year.
To secure a spot for Feed My Starving Children,
students had to raise about $800 to cover the cost of meals
they packed. They raised most of the money through two
coin drives where students went door-to-door in every
residence hall asking for spare change
Janet Macon, advisor of the club, said, "The food
and nutrition club wanted to make sure that whatever
fundraising we did, it was really clear what the money was
going toward."
Marina Faber, president of the club, received a lot of
emails showing student interest in volunteering with Feed
My Starving Children, but they didn't have enough room

for everyone to participate. The club plans on doing the
trip every year.
Students in the club have also been discussing domestic
and global food access issues in their global nutrition class.
"This really drove home the curriculum," Macon said.
"It's one thing to hear about it in the classroom, it's
another thing to go in and touch the food."
The food and nutrition club has revived itself this year
by providing more education on nutrition. They hold
monthly Well Cafes to show students how to cook some
healthy recipes on a college budget.
BY MICHELLE PETERSON
news reporter
mpetersonl 0@winona.edu
Oct. 23, 2013

Ballroom dancing club not just for 'fogies'
A t the Winona State University
xVballroom dance club's meetings,
members may find themselves waltzing to
the "Game of Thrones" theme song or to
the beats of Katy Perry, Rihanna or Lady
Gaga.
Every Tuesday from 8 to 10 p.m. in the
Integrated Wellness Complex Room 127,
members learn new dances from senior
club members.
At last Tuesday's meeting, international
student Fabian Heinen, a computer science
major, taught the discofox and the polka,
two classic German dances.
A skilled dancer who taught ballroom in
Germany for three months, Heinen taught
the discofox and polka because, he said,
they are fun for everyone.
"I wanted to make it as fun as possible
for everybody, not just for people who are
skilled," Heinen said. "[Discofox] is a very
easy, basic dance and a lot of fun."
For freshman Rene Stiller, the biggest
draw was excitement.
"We listen to some good music and get
out there and wiggle," Stiller said.
Each meeting consists of a planned
lesson from 8 to 9:30 p.m., followed by
a free dance from 9:30 to 10 p.m., when
members could request songs and dance
however they wanted.
While the club, which originally started
in Spring 2011, began exclusively as
swing dance practice, they branched out to
include cha-cha, rumba, waltz, lindy hop,
tango and jive.
Vice President Henry Cole was there for
the club's inception.
"In the beginning," Cole said, "we
started out with two guys and two girls and
now we have about 18 guys and 18 girls."
For students nervous about dancing with
a partner of the same sex, Cole said samesex dancing is not a problem for members
of the club.
Members, especially returning
members, who dance with a partner of
the same sex become what Cole called
"ambidancetrous," meaning they have the

Oct. 23, 2013
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Freshman computer science major Fabian Heinen takes the lead in the foxtrot with his dance partner.

ability to both lead and follow in a dance.
The Winona State ballroom dance club
incorporated not only dance lessons in their
meetings but also recreational activities off
campus.
In the past years they have taken trips to
the Wabasha Street Caves in St. Paul.
They also co-hosted a swing dance at
a church in the Twin Cities and recently

traveled to Swing du Nord, a lindy hop
workshop in the Twin Cities.
President Libby Thiss, one of the cofounders of the club, said she believed it
was the modern take on a stereotypically
"old-person" activity that made the club so
interesting and exciting for its members.
"Even though it seems like something for
old fogies," Thiss said, "it's really fun and

SARAH PICKAR

we dance to cool music."
Stiller agreed. "You can't not smile when
you're dancing," she said. "The whole
thing is just infectiously happy."

BY ABBY DERKSON
feature writer

aderksonl 0@winona.edu
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A song and a story: pipa player Gao Hong

Gao Hong (center, back) and students performed traditional Chinese instruments at the International Music Series.

A

ccording to Gao Hong, there is a
certain romance to the music of the
hulusi.
"It's always said you can get a girlfriend
or boyfriend based on how well you play
the hulusi," Hong said.
Carlton College student Vicky Wu was
taking the Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall stage and preparing to play the hulusi,
a wind instrument resembling a goui il
Wu smiled at the audience.
|l
"Anyone want to date me?" Wu asked
Then she swiftly began to the play the
instrument, entrancing the audience in a
melody of wavering notes.
Hong, a performer and composer of
the Chinese lute known as the pipa, a
four-stringed, pear-shaped instrument that
resembles a guitar, performed at Winona
State University on Thursday.
The performance was part of the
International Music Series.
Hong's music was a showcase of
traditional and modern Chinese music
and the instruments required to make the
sounds of China come alive.

8*Life

The show opened with three students
each performing a mix of traditional and
contemporary Chinese music. The other
instruments that were featured during
the show were the erhu, a traditional
instrument resembling a violin, and the
guzheng, a plucked zither with 21 strings.

MY MOTHER TOOK ME
TO A FORTUNE TELLER,
WHO SAID THAT I WAS A
FLYING DRAGOli

As the students finished their
performances, Hong took the stage herself.
Born in Luoyang, Henan, Hong started to
play the pipa at the early age of 12.
She graduated from the Central
Conservatory of Music in Beijing, where
she studied with Lin Shicheng, a great pipa
master.
After moving to the United States in
1994, Hong continued her journey as a pipa
player with a new audience.
Although she was receiving great
recognition internationally, Hong felt a
sadness in moving away from her family
and being a professional pipa player, a
story told through her own piece of music
titled "Flying Dragon."
"It's my identity," Hong said. "I was
born in the year of the dragon, and when
I was a child, my mother took me to a
fortune teller, who said that I was a flying
dragon. I will never settle down, and I will
keep moving."
Hong demonstrated the sounds a pipa
could make to tell a story.
The pipa that Hong played was custom-

MOLLY O'CONNOR

made specifically for her, with an ivory
peony resting at the top of the neck.
"I can imitate the sound of a horse and
play music simultaneously," Hong said,
plucking the strings to recreate the clopping
sounds of a horse as her other hand moved
swiftly around the neck of the pipa. Other
sounds Hong demonstrated were that of
bubbling water and wind.
The music Hong plays holds a special
place in her heart, and she strives to capture
the true emotions of the music through the
pipa.
"People ask me if I feel tired in my
fingers or if I feel tired in my body after I
play, and I always say that I feel tired in my
heart," Hong said. "I want to play music
with my heart, and so my heart always
feels tired."

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
feature writer
moconnorl 0@winona.edu
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A hands-on approach: breast cancer awareness month
L

ast week, Winona State University
health advocates shared a heaping
handful of health advice.
Tuesday, Oct. 15, marked the beginning
of Winona State's Feel Your Boobies
Week. This week was intended to raise
awareness of the ways students can defend
themselves against breast cancer. The "Feel
Your Boobies" campaign began in 2004
to promote the importance of performing
breast self-exams.
The straightforward and risque name of
the campaign also brought awareness to
breast cancer.
While supporting their cause in the
Integrated Wellness Complex, the health
advocates received some unexpected
negative attention, according to Sara
Milner, a senior and a health advocate at
the event.
"Many people said that the title of the
event was inappropriate," Milner said.
"There were even emails sent out by staff
members."
Although the people saw that the name
was inappropriate, Milner said, they
unintentionally raised awareness of the
cause by commenting on the campaign.
In addition to the conversation about the
controversy, pamphlets, door signs and

stickers were offered to students to spread
the word to their friends and to encourage
them to start participating in the exams
themselves.
Doctors recommend that women start
performing these breast self-exams at the
age of 20.
These exams can be performed at
anytime without the hassle of making
an appointment. The most recognizable
thing to look for would be a lump that has
formed in the breasts.
According to health advocates, the breast
self-exams have saved lives.
Some women detected lumps and were i
able to get treatment right away before the\
cancer became serious.
Without the preliminary warning of
breast self-exams, advocates said, many
women would have found out about their
cancer much later and would have not been
able to stop it from spreading.
The Feel Your Boobies event included
life-like models of breasts with lumps
placed inside of them so women would
know what to feel for when performing
their breast self-exams.
Having brought the Feel Your Boobies
campaign to Winona State, advocates hope
that students now have the information

that they need to use these skills and
educate themselves and their loved ones on;
preventing breast cancer.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO
feature writer
epulanco12@winona.edu

THATTHE TITLE OF
THE EVENT WAS
INAPPROPRIATE. THERE
WEBE EVEN EMAILS
TOUT BY STAFF

ALICIA ALVERSON
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MARIAH KAERCHER
SOPHOMORE
PLYMOUTH, MINN.

LILY PITTELKOW
FRESHMAN
WATERFORD, WIS.

HANNABARRITT
FRESHMAN
SOMMERSET, WIS.

"The utter chaos,
everyone walking around
everywhere."

"Drunk people who are not
considerate of others."

"People always get hurt."

PETER MBECHE
TRANSFER STUDENT
NAIROBI, KENYA

TIMBRAUN
FRESHMAN
MORRISTOWN, MINN.

ALEX BUCHANAN
SOPHOMORE
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.

"I wish it hadn't rained. But
we cannot control it."

"How late we're doing it.
It gets so cold this time of
year."

"Not enough Vin Diesel."
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Royal affairs: Winona State crowns Homecoming royalty
G

litter, suits and singing. All were
aplenty at the 2013 Homecoming
Court coronation.
Five men and five women at Winona
State University all vied for the crown of
king and queen.
Representing the men were Garrett
Bowling, Tim Comes, Jacob Hedberg,
Pedro Lander and Jon-Mark Singh.
The five pretty ladies were Haley
Halliday, Danielle Lombardo, Mariah
Mariano, Sierra Meyer and Angela Wahl.
The candidates are involved in a diverse
range of activities here on campus, such
as cheerleading, Greek Council, American
Choral Directors, Residence Life and the
Wakeboard and Waterski Club.
Two highlights of the night were the
two performances by the vocal band Six
Appeal.
The band performed songs that varied
from "Wagon Wheel" by Darius Rucker to
"Waiting on the World to Change" by the
Black Eyed Peas.
Returning for the second year in a row,
Six Appeal was a crowd pleaser, using
humor and interacting with the crowd as
much as possible during their songs.
They even did a special solo feature
with their vocal percussionist, Andrew
Berkowitz.
After a serenade to the ladies of the
homecoming court and a few more songs,
the king and queen were announced.
Pedro Lander and Haley Halliday were
the 2013 Homecoming king and queen

Pedro Lander and Haley Halliday become Homecoming royalty at the coronation ceremony.

Lander gave the crowd a little dance after
being crowned, and Halliday was smiling
from ear to ear.
Lander is in the International Club, and
Halliday is a member of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
All the other contestants looked

genuinely happy for the king and queen,
and significantly more comfortable on
stage as the wait was over.
Lander and Halliday ascended to the
ranks of Homecoming royalty with all
the trappings of ceremony: formal attire,
an unfortunate banner malfunction that

SAMANTHA STETZER

caused letters to drop one by one until the
sign read "ho-co-i," and a serenade by Six
Appeal.
BY SAMANTHA STETZER
feature writer

sstetzer 12(cy,\vinona. edu

A day in the life of a resident assistant: Amanda Witthuhn
P

rentiss Resident Assistant (RA) Amanda Witthuhn sat
down to explain a typical day that comes with her job.
A side to the job that many students may not be aware
of is the training involved prior to gaining the title of
Resident Assistant.
"We take an RA class and have training over the
summer. We move in a couple weeks early," Witthuhn
said.
The class helps in the majority of RA situations, but time
and time again problems arise unexpectedly that are not
necessarily taught in training.
sed to know the protocol while on duty or at the
letimes random things happen," Witthuhn said.
|£&ne by the desk when I was wOfking, and she had
i4 open. You have to think quick on your feet."
, Witthuhn is in charge of brainstorming ideas
and hosting them. Her 'Make*Dream Catcher'
•Taco Night' programs were both popular with
its. She also holds viewing parties for the show
)ire Diaries" Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in the
Prentiss-Lucas basement.
However, being an RA requires more than just event
planning. RAs have desk shifts as well as open door hours.
"I'm on duty on average once a week. We have what we
12.Life—
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call 'socials' or 'rounds.' We go around and make sure
everyone is obeying the policies," Witthuhn said.
In the past, many residents have experienced
complications with the delivery of mail items. Misplaced
packages are a legal issue, which makes this aspect of an
RA's job particularly tedious.
"You need to know how to sort and distribute mail.
Renting out items, we need to make sure we're doing that
properly," she said.
One of Witthuhn's biggest responsibilities is enforcing
the residence hall rules. Sharing a residence hall with peers
and friends sometimes makes this awkward.
"Another sticky situation is busting a friend," Witthuhn
said. "Something I have to know the difference between
being a friend and being an RA."
Awkward busting aside, being an RA also has a decent
amount of perks aside from just a paycheck. According
to Witthuhn, RAs receive free room and board and a free
meal plan.
"My least favorite thing is just how time-consuming
it is," Witthuhn said. "Until you actually experience it,
you have no idea. It's hard to balance my RA life with my
school and educational life."
For students interested in becoming an RA next year,

Witthuhn has a token of advice. "Sign up right away. Don't
wait, and don't hesitate," she said. "A lot of people apply
to be an RA, but there's only so many spots."
Overall, Witthuhn said she enjoys her job and is grateful
for the opportunity.
"Being an RA, you have to manage your time. But it is
so rewarding; all the bonds and relationships you make,"
Witthuhn said.
As the academic year progresses, RAs everywhere
are seeking to make dorms feel more like home and
encouraging social activities of all sorts, whether that's
keeping the building safe or just watching "The Vampire
Diaries" on Thursdays.
"I think it's really cool to make connections with
people," Witthuhn said. "It puts a lot of responsibility on
us, but that's not necessarily a bad thing."

BY MACKENZIE VESELIK

feature writer
mveselikl 3@winona.edu
Oct. 23, 2013
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We are what we eat, and what we read: Tomatoland'
B

arry Estabrook, author of Winona State University's
2013 Common Book, "Tomatoland," threw a tomato
into his audience Monday night in the Harriet Johnson
Auditorium.
"Our generation has really messed up food production
for your generation," Estabrook said, "and my generation
will be OK, but yours might not be."
This year, Estabrook's book on modern agriculture
has been in the hands of students across Winona State's
campus. Common book director and English professor
Ann-Marie Dunbar discussed the selection process for the
Common Book and how the community is involved.
"We solicit nominations from the entire WSU
community each year. We also get nominations from
community members," Dunbar said. "A committee
comprised mostly of faculty in the English department
generates a shortlist of nominated books, which is then
made public to WSU faculty, staff and students."
From this list, the committee decides which book will be
feasible, which authors will be available for an appearance
in both the fall and the spring semesters, and then the
committee takes a vote to decide. The committee takes
students' ideas into consideration.
"We have had nominations from students every year I've
directed the program," Dunbar said, "Student nominations
and input are always welcome and helpful."
Tomatoland was chosen for its variety of topics and
correlation with Winona State's theme of Civic Action.

"It addresses important issues of food, labor, business
and social justice that we thought would be of interest to
many in the WSU community," Dunbar said.
Several professors, including Dunbar, are using
"Tomatoland" in their courses. At least 900 students are
reading it this fall, according to Dunbar. Dunbar said she
has received positive feedback from her students.
"As with any selection, there will be students who really
enjoy it and students who don't enjoy it so much," Dunbar
said, "But 'Tomatoland' seems to have interested and
engaged many of the students who have read it this year.
In my own classes, I've had students write very thoughtful,
perceptive responses and papers on the book. The book
has also led to some very strong research papers and
projects."
The students attending Estabrook's presentation may
have thought a little differently.
Freshman Melissa Bliese attended the presentation for
her English 111 class.
"I thought it [the presentation] was really good and went
along with the book," Bliese said. "I thought it [the book]
was OK. It was a little too technical. All the chemical
descriptions were long."
Senior Steve Higgins attended the presentation to
gain perspective on tomato farms. Higgins had not read
Estabrook's book.
"Estabrook has some really good points, and I think it's
an important message," Higgins said. "He's kind of a weak

presenter though, which hurt his message."
Estabrook's message encompassed a swath of issues
from nutrition to labor ethics.
According to Estabrook, modern tomatoes have one
third less vitamin C, 60 percent less calcium, and 14 times
more sodium than tomatoes had in the 1960s.
Estabrook focused on the Florida tomato production.
The problem with fresh tomatoes, he said, is that they need
to be picked by hand five to six times a year.
Estabrook also said almost half of all tomatoes are
produced in Florida and each corporation earns about $6
million.
Meanwhile, tomato field workers were making 50 cents
per 35 pound bucket of tomatoes they picked. These
workers were not a part of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Workers were provided with poor living conditions,
forced to stay at their jobs, beaten and given no time off.
This reality, Estabrook said, is changeable.
"If we get together, we can really do stuff," he said.
While they didn't necessarily sing Estabrook's praises,
the students, at least, did not throw his tomato back.

BY SAMI SCHWANKE
feature writer

sschwankel 0@winona.edu
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WHAT IS THE WORST PART OF HOMECOMING?
ABBEY HAMMELL
JUNIOR
ROCHESTER, MINN.

ANDYHALVORSEN
SUPER SENIOR
HENDERSON, MINN.

SOPHIE KAPLAN
SENIOR
NORTHFIELD, MINN.

"The fact that I have to
work and I can't go out
and enjoy some of the
festivities."

"I hate all the pep: Go
WSU, or whatever high
school you go to."

"The fighting. It's awful."

KAYLAWACEK
FRESHMAN
BLOOMING PRAIRIE, MINN.

BRETT BURGER
SOPHOMORE
ANDOVER, MINN.

BILL KOUTSKY
WINONA STATE RETIREE
WINONA, MINN.

"High stress; you have
all the stress of midterms
and all the excitement of
Homecoming."

"The excessive amount
of people coming into
Winona."

"The parade's too short."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY HANNAH JONES
Oct., 2013
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houghts on giving everything your best effort
"y father never does anything
.halfway.
Vlien he goes on a one-mile bike ride,
h brings his six-gear and kneepads and a
c: nelback water bottle and a twelve-pound
camera.
•
When he relaxes, he takes a bowl of
Wheat Thins, a glass of amaretto, his
iPad and his entire Netflix queue into the
basement on a Friday night and doesn't
come back up until Monday morning.
When he farts, you know.
So, this is his story.

I came downstairs into the kitchen one
afternoon to find the stove completely
removed from the wall, revealing a no
man's land of concrete and rubble in its
wake. There was a faint tinge of smoke
in the air and several power tools strewn
about the ground. My father was on his
hands and knees on the linoleum floor with
a flashlight, a lighter and a clothes hanger
in his hands.
He informed me he thought he saw a
mouse.
I asked him if by "mouse" he meant

vampire.
He explained that he had found a dead
mouse, not a live one, and the mouse's
extraction (before the stove turned its
corpse into something a bit less pleasant)
was to be completed as soon as possible.
I took a look at his current toolkit and
asked if he had removed it by blowing it
up.
He said that the process had been
complicated, (it usually is. He's a computer
engineer) but he had managed to get a hold
of it before it caught fire too badly.

He held it up for me to see.
It was a plastic cat toy from my sister's
Barbie playhouse.
I went back upstairs.
The moral of the story is that sometimes
problems are not as complicated as we
make them out to be.
Like, way, way less complicated.
Seriously.

BY HANNAH JONES
features editor

hjones09@winona.edu
I

In brief: Why are we saving
'second base?
A

sorority on campus is holding a breast
cancer fundraiser Softball tournament
called "Saving Second Base."
I appreciate the cause and the intentions
behind the fundraiser.
However, I do not appreciate the name.
"Saving Second Base" suggests that the
value of breasts is in their role as a sexual
object.
Gotta keep those around so none of the
world's lovers, rough dancers, creeps at
bars, et cetera, will be disappointed.
And the connotations spin off in
c zying directions.
Vhat happens to those women who no
K - er have a "second base"?

Why is the sexual value of the breast the
operating factor?
Why is the motivation against breast
cancer sexualized?
Shouldn't the integrity of the entire body
be respected regardless?
And so on. I—and I'll go out on a limb
here and say many women—don't want
my breasts to be mainly objects, whether
of affection or mere ogling.
Biological function aside, I don't really
need my breasts.
I'm not a mother, so my breasts get in
the way when I run and don't do much
else.
Still, they are part of my body. Their

value stems from that fact, not from
anything else.
And the last thing I would save them for
is objectification.
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PRIZE IN ETHICS
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The Prize in Ethics Essay
Contest is an annual
competition designed to
challenge college students
to analyze the urgent ediical
issues confronting them in
today's complex world.
Articulate with clarity an ethical issue that
you have encountered and describe what it has
til ught you about ethics and yourself.
Full-time Juniors & Seniors at
accredited four-year colleges and universities
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FIRST PRIZE: $5,000
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The third floor of the library needs more outlets
W

ith Baldwin closed, our study
location options are a bit limited on
campus. There's the promise of more study
areas for students, but as a senior I won't
get the pleasure of using them.
In the interim, I have been forced to
make room for other students in my usual
study space.
As a frequent visitor of the library, I've
noticed quite the influx of traffic. I'm glad
to see that more students are using the
benefits of the library, but it has really put a
kink in my usual study habits.
Normally, the different floors of the

library match what kind of a study mode I
need to be in. The first floor is for projects
least demanding on my attention, and when
I am on the third floor, it means I have two
papers due tomorrow.
With the higher number of students in
the library, I've been forced up to the third
floor during the evenings no matter my
study mood.
This would be fine, except for the lack of
a necessity for any study session: outlets.
There isn't much of an issue if you're in
one of the study rooms or in a study carrel.
But I feel trapped in a carrel and want to

r*rl
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spread out my research, paper drafts and
notes on the table around me.
So sitting at one of the tables after a few
hours, my computer slowly loses life, and
there isn't an outlet in sight.
Because of the lack of outlets on the
table, I am forced to leave my computer
sitting next to the wall across the aisle or
have my cord strung out where people are
trying to walk.
Either way makes it difficult to complete
my assignments and results in people
giving me glaring looks for intruding their
path or asking me if it's my computer that

has been left neglected against the wall.
I love the library, and I've used its many
resources, but with Baldwin closed all year,
I would appreciate the limited space we do
have to be a bit more accommodating to
the demands we as students face.

ABBY PESCHGES

copy editor
apeschges09@winona.edu

Winona State volleyball splits Homecoming weekend games
T
he Winona State University volleyball team played
host Homecoming weekend, losing to Augustana 0-3
Friday, Oct. 18, and posting a 3-1 victory over Wayne
State Saturday, Oct. 19.
The Warriors hosted Augustana Friday and were
defeated after three games. The first game of the match
had the Warriors take the early lead until they eventually
lost a closely contested match at 25-23.
Again in the second set, the Warriors played to a closely
contested match until the end and again found themselves
on the losing side 25-22. The third and final match had the
Warriors in good position to win until Augustana fought
back to take the 25-20 win for the match and sweep.
Senior Katie Froehle completed her ninth doubledouble this season with 12 kills and 13 digs.
The Warriors also had two players reach double-digit
assists with Kayla Uhlenahke recording 16, while Elena
Kruesel was right behind with 15.
Defensively, the Warriors were paced by Froehle and
Bekah Saugen who each had 13 digs to lead the Warriors.
Kathleen Omelina had four total blocks.
Prior to Friday's game, Froehle said, "Our goal for the
rest of the season is to keep on this winning path so we
have a shot to make it to the conference tournament."
"We have a tough road ahead but I think we all are all
anxious to get at our next game," she said.
A huge victory for the Warriors came on Saturday with
the 3-1 upset over the No. 15 ranked Wayne State. Things
looked rocky for the Warriors in the first game with
Wayne State taking the victory 25-20.
The Warriors came alive in the second match using
opportune advantages to take an early lead and never give
it up en route to the 25-22 win to tie the match at 1-1. The

third match was a test for the Warriors who were down
5-0 to start but battled back to tie the game at 11. Down
again 21-19, Froehle had three huge aces for the Warriors
to give them a lead they would not relinquish, winning
25-23.
In the fourth and final game, the Warriors closed the
game 25-18 while recording a .293 hitting percentage to
secure the win and the upset over Wayne State.
This win marks the third straight year the Warriors have
beaten a ranked Wayne State, beating the 18th ranked
team last season and the 10th ranked team in 2011.
A trio of Warriors who recorded double-digit kills paced
the Warrior offense. Saugen led the team with 16 while
Froehle was right behind with 15, and Rachel Polland
rounded things out with 10 kills.
Kruesel led the Warriors in assists with 27, while Kaley
Jacobson was not far behind with 22 assists of her own.
To go with her 16 digs, Saugen also had a match-high
total of 28 digs and was joined by Froehle with 22 digs as
well.
The Warriors, now 7-13 overall and 4-7 in the NSIC,
continue next week with a match Tuesday, Oct. 22,
against Upper Iowa in McCown Gym.
They go on the road to face Northern State and MSU
Moorhead Oct. 25 and 26.

BY DILLON HOGAN
sports reporter
dhoganll @winona.edu
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Warriors build winning streak to five with Homecoming victory
A

cold and rainy Saturday couldn't douse the redhot Winona State University football team as the
Warriors slid by Wayne State in dramatic fashion for a
45-41 Homecoming victory in Winona.
With just 1:07 left, Winona State took control of the
ball down by three, 41-38, after a Wayne State score from
Zach Osborn to Grant Otten gave the Wildcats their first
advantage. The Warriors answered right away, with Jack
Nelson finding Chichi Ojika on a screen pass where the
fast-footed senior took it 65 yards for the game-winning
touchdown.

Ojika had another impressive performance, recording
101 rushing yards on the game as well as receiving two
passes for 72 yards. He has now passed the 100-yard
marker rushing in four of his last five games.
Nelson also had an outstanding game, completing 75
percent of his passes (21-of-28) including passing for 347
yards and five scores. The freshman quarterback's total
yards are a career best, while his five touchdowns fell just
one short of the school's single game record.
It was a close game in its entirety, with the Warriors
creating a 12-point advantage, 38-26, towards the end of
the third quarter after Nelson connected with tight end
Alex Jensen for a 16-yard score.
Wayne State pulled to within five, 38-33, after running
back Charlie Davidson found the end zone from 57 yards
out to close out the third quarter.
The fourth quarter would remain scoreless until the final
minutes, with Wayne State taking the lead 41-38, with just
1:07 remaining in the ballgame. After the ensuing kickoff
landed out of bounds, the Warriors took possession of the
ball at their own 35-yard line with one final opportunity
to score in the final 60 seconds. The Warriors only needed
one play, with Ojika twisting and turning his way past the
Wildcat defenders en route to the end zone for the gamewinning score.
Jensen led the Warrior receivers with four catches for
42 yards and a couple of touchdowns, while Alan May,
Josh Mikes and Tony Mueller each collected three catches
for Winona State. Mikes recorded the Warriors' first score
of the day, his sixth touchdown of the year. Freshman

Senior Richard Lilla celebrates a Warriors' touchdown.

Cameron Johnson was also a recipient of a Nelson
touchdown pass, making it three for Johnson of the year.
Defensively, the Warriors were able to get to Osborn
four times, with Collin Corcoran posting two. Morgan
Weaver and William Sherard also netted sacks while AJ
Shipp broke up six Wildcat passes. Patrick Lazzara led
tackling with 11 while Weaver had 7 for Winona State.

BARTHOLOME RONDET

Winona State, now 5-2 overall, will return to the
gridiron Oct. 26 when it travels to Mankato to square off
with the undefeated Minnesota State, Mankato Mavericks.
BY SAM THIEL

sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu

Winona State men's golf team finishes fall season schedule
T
he Winona State men's golf team
ended their fall schedule Tuesday, Oct.
15, at the Central Regional Crossover in St.
Joseph, Mo.
On the first day of play, four of five
Winona State golfers broke 80. Tyler
Schmude led the way with 74, while Alex
Zeyen and Mitch Holm followed each with
78. Luke Bollant posted a 79 and Jake
Olsonoski finished the day with 83. The
Warriors shot a team score of 309.
Zeyen said, "The golf course didn't play
too long, only on a few of the par threes."
In the second day of play, the Warriors
once again saw four of their five golfers
break 80. Zeyen was the low man, thanks
to a two over par 74. Holm and Olsonoski
each shot three over par 75. Schmude
posted a four over par 76, and Bollant
finished with an 83. The performances

Oct. 23,2013

were good enough for the Warriors to shoot
a team score of 300—their lowest of the
tournament.
"I thought that the course was a great
test of the players' ball striking and putting.
The course wasn't long, with the exception
of the par threes," Schmude said.
All season the Warriors have shot their
lowest team scores on the final days of
their tournaments, with this being the
exception. The Warriors shot 316, which
tied them for their worst score of the fall
season. Schmude led the Warriors with
a 74. Zeyen and Olsonoski finished the
tournament by shooting 79. Holm finished
with an 84, and Bollant posted an 86.
The Warriors three-day total of 925
earned them 14th place honors.
"On the final day, they moved the tee
boxes back, which made the course play

longer. The wind picked up to consistent
20 mile per hour gusts, and the rain picked
up," Schumde said.
Zeyen said the conditions on the final
day made it tougher to score, and they
encountered different grass in the area,
which can take longer to adjust to.
Individually, all Warrior golfers placed
in the top 100. Schmude's three-day total
of 224 earned him a tie for 17th. Zeyen
tied for 44th with a score of 231. Holm and
Olsonski each tied for 70th with totals of
237, and Bollant finished with a 248.
Zeyen and Schmude led the Warriors
in scoring this season. Zeyen's scoring
average of 76.7 in 13 rounds is the second
lowest on the team.
"The past two years have been more
successful because I have settled down,
my nerves aren't really there as much

anymore," Zeyen said. "Don't get me
wrong, I can still have a bad day, but the
experiences I had my first two years have
really played dividends to my game these
past two."
Schmude led the team in scoring with
an average of 74.6 through 13 rounds. He
said he attributes the success to working on
ball striking while hitting into nets over the
winter.
The Warriors' spring schedule will begin
in March of 2014.

BY TJ LEVERENTZ

sports reporter

tleverentzl 2@winona.edu
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Winona State soccer wins eighth consecutive game
A

fter shutting out both Minnesota Crookston and
Bemidji State during a pair of weekend home games,
the Winona State University women's soccer team has
won eight consecutive games and recorded its sixth
shutout win over their last seven opponents.
The Warriors posted two wins during Homecoming
weekend to up their overall record to 10-2-2 and a 9-2
record in the NSIC.
The Warriors' first win on the weekend came Friday
night when Winona State hosted Bemidji State.
The team was able to hold off the Beavers 1-0 when
Rebecca McCoy scored the lone goal of the game during
the 64th minute of play. This goal was assisted from
Jennifer DeRoo's corner kick and was McCoy's third goal
of the season.
The Warriors had 14 total shots during the game with
eight of them being on goal.
Hadley Bales led the team with four shots. She
contributed seven shots to the Warriors 28 total shots
taken during the weekend.
Alaina Kne was next with three total shots, with two
being on goal.
Kati Baker had two, while Shauna Rodman, Morgan
LeFebvre, DeRoo and Mehan Bolton each had one.
Alexandra Vial made two saves during the game.
Bemidji State had three total shots with two being on
goal.
Jessie Voeller, Sarah Stram and Christine Szurek each
had one shot on the game.
The Beaver's goalkeeper Sonja Barr allowed one goal
from the Warriors, but managed to save seven other
attempts.
Winona State was victorious over Minnesota Crookston,
winning 1-0 over the Golden Eagles Sunday.
After a scoreless opening half, Bolton assisted Bales to

her second goal of the season. Bales scored off a crossing
pass from Bolton to put a 1-0 edge on the opposing team.
The Golden Eagles were unable to put any points on the
board, and Winona State won its tenth game of the year.
The Warriors totaled 14 shots during the game, six of
which were on goal.
Bales led the way with three shots and the sole goal of
the game. Kne, Nicole Sames, Taylor Zehren and Baker
each contributed two shots to the team's total. Nikole
Porter, DeRoo and McCoy each had one shot during the
game.
Iris Ostrovsky started her first game of the season for
the Warriors and was able to make five saves and allowed
zero goals during her opening season game.
Minnesota Crookston had six total shots with five on
goal.
Courtney Armborst led her team with two shots, while
Rachel Halligan, Samantha Deutsch, Delaney Mclntyre
and Nikki Hammond each added one shot to the team's
total.
Winona State now ranks third in NSIC standings,
sharing a 9-2 with Upper Iowa and Minnesota Duluth.
The Mavericks from Minnesota State Mankato are 11-0
in conference play and are currently in the number one
position.
The Warriors will be back in action this Saturday
and Sunday when they host Wayne State College and
Augustana College at home. Both games are set to start at
1 p.m.
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BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports editor
kbridenhagenl 1 @winona.edu

University - Mankato
NSIC Tournament
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Winona State women's rugby wins another shutout
W

hile students at Winona State
University celebrated Homecoming
this weekend, Winona State women's
rugby team, the Black Katts, celebrated
their shutout win against Duluth 39-0 on
Saturday.
Since the game was an away game on
Homecoming weekend against a tough
team, the Black Katts knew that they had
to really concentrate in order to maintain
their winning streak.
"Winning the game will take a team
effort all around," coach Josh Krzewinski
said. "It will require us to be sharp with
our offensive patterns, as well as play team
defense. If we eliminate handling mistakes,
make our tackles, counter rucks, it will be
a good day."
Krzewinski, coach Roger Riley, and lock
player Kourtney Kavajecz all said that the
key to winning the game against Duluth
was to play as a team.
"If we play as a team and stick to our
pattern, we will be good as gold," Kavajecz
said. "It's as simple as that."
Unfortunately, things weren't quite as
simple at the start of the game. Riley said,
"We actually came out flat."
The first seven minutes were spent on

defense for the Black Katts after Duluth
had a nice kick off.
After 20 minutes of fighting for
possession up and down the field, Katie
Dries made a penalty kick and finally put
the Black Katts on the board 3-0.
Caitlin Courtney later received the ball
and broke a tackle for a try. After the
conversion by Dries the score was 10-0.
Freshman Lanoria Duhart kept low
body position and left the Duluth defense
with little left to do to stop her when she
went over the line and scored her first try,
bringing the score 15-0.
When the whistle blew for halftime,
Riley said that the energy levels were
rising.
After the Black Katts made three
substitutions and talked about the areas
they needed to improve on for the second
half, the team stepped out onto the cold,
soggy field with determination.
The second half saw nicely timed passes
from the backs, the first from Courtney that
set up Nikki Linberg for a try in the corner,
making it a 20-0 game.
Another pass from Nadia Nassif allowed
Courtney another try that was converted by
Dries, bringing the score 27-0.

A series of five meter scrums led
Kathryn Zahn over for a try and conversion
by Dries, making the score 34-0.
For the final points, Dries made a quick
pass to Courtney, bringing the game to a
final score of 39-0.
Both Krzewinski and Riley said that the
second half was the turning point for the
Black Katts.
"The second half proved to be much
better as we settled down and let our
athleticism take over." Krzewinski said.
Riley also said, "In the second half our
superior fitness won the game for us."
The Black Katts practice hard and are
pushed by their coaches in order to come
out on top every week and achieve this
"superior fitness."
"We know we are the strongest and
most fit team in Minnesota," Krzewinski
said. "So we have to figure out a way to
challenge ourselves mentally as well as
physically."
Along with athleticism, the Black Katts'
ability to play as a team and perform their
individual skills allowed them to win.
"Duluth challenged us, and when we
played together, communicated on the field
and executed the patterns of offense and
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defense we worked on at practice, we did
well." Krzewinski said.
Kavajecz said that in the end it is not
about the score or winning.
"It's about playing your hardest, side
by side with your teammates, your sisters,
and working together towards becoming
the absolute best team that we can be."
Kavajecz said.
The Black Katts will show Saint Cloud
State University exactly the team they are
on Saturday, Oct. 26, at 3 p.m. at Southeast
Tech.
"It is our last game before playoffs, and
we must be more focused and mentally
prepared prior to the game," Riley said.
"St. Cloud is not the strongest team so we
have to come out and take no prisoners."

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter

amuellerl2@winona.edu
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Basketball Seasons are here!
$7 T-shirts
%
white supplies last!

Shop www.wsubookstore.com for a wide range of WSU Sports
$13.99 Ts 129.99 Sweatshirts $39.99 Hoods yygy gQQj^Qfg
Lower LevelofKryzsko Commons Building

wwwiacebookxom/wsubookstore

facebook.com/
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What Can You Do?
Why is Data Security Important?
Data security is important because it
maintains the overall stability and
credibility of the institution.
Date security protects your personal data
from others.

Check links in e-mails
Report scam email to abuse@winona.edu
• If you think you fell for a scam please
let us know.
Protect your password - do not share it
with anyone!
Verify people. All IT and Facilities employees
should be wearing a badge.

For more information go to:

http://www.winona.edu/it/securitv
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